Dancing On The Ceiling

**Count:** 32  
**Wall:** 2  
**Level:** Absolute Beginner

**Choreographer:** Debbie Hogg (UK) - April 2016  
**Music:** Dancing on the Ceiling - Lionel Ritchie

Alternative Track on iTunes and Amazon: 'Dancing On The Ceiling' by Nick Wells.  
When using this track the easy 4 count Tag is done after wall 9, the wall he sings 'round and round' (where you can turn the toe struts full turn to the right to remind you where the Tag comes in).

### 3 Walks Forward, Hitch, Step Touches
1.2.3 Walks forward X3 (R,L,R)  
4 Hitch L  
5.6 Step L side, touch RF beside LF  
7.8 Step R side, touch LF beside RF

### Walk to Left Side, Touch, Walk to Right Side, Close
1.2.3 Step LF to L side, Step RF across LF, Step LF to L side  
4 Touch RF beside LF  
5.6.7 Step RF to R side, Step LF across RF, Step RF to R side  
8 Step LF beside RF

### 4 X Toe Struts Travelling Backwards with Finger Clicks
1.2 Step back on ball of RF, Drop heel of RF to floor clicking fingers  
3.4 Step back on ball of LF, Drop heel of LF to floor clicking fingers  
5.6 Step back on ball of RF, Drop heel of RF to floor clicking fingers  
7.8 Step back on ball of LF, Drop heel of LF to floor clicking fingers

### Rock Back RF, Recover, Step Forward RF, ½ Pivot Turn Left, Jazz Box
1.2 Rock back on RF, Recover weight onto LF  
3.4 Step forward RF, ½ pivot turn to L  
5.6 Cross step RF over LF, Step back on LF  
7.8 Step RF to R side, Step LF beside RF.

**Tag:** After 6th wall, easy to hear as 6th wall is an instrumental. Will be facing front:

### Hip Bumps X4
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